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Good morning honorable chair and fellow delegates. On behalf of King William II and the 

people of this great country, this delegation would like to thank the chair for the invitation and 

encourage all the members of the World Health Organization to discuss and debate about the 

current “public health emergency of international concern” (WHO, 2014). 

 

The Marburg Virus Disease is an alarming condition that since its outbreak in 2018 has 

been threatening the economy, security, society and life on the planet. The impact of the global 

market, the social opposition and other humanitarian affairs, have affected the United Kingdom, 

as well as most of the other countries here present. 

 

 This nation has made its best to keep safe its citizens; Infected patients are receiving special 

treatment in a safeguarded place where measures take place in order to contain the virus. As a 

matter of fact the UN has given some tasks to the UK like establishing healthcare units to inform 

people about the preventions that need to be taken and ensuring that the imported products are not 

infected by MVD. 

 

Deeply concerned about the issue, this delegation strongly believes some solutions would 

be the following: 

• To prevent further virus mutations by keeping the people with MVD in quarantine 

conditions and vaccines away from animals,  



 

 

• To forbid the actual inappropriate travelling measures and implement new 

regulations so as to prevent the dissemination of the virus during the transportation 

of patients and nourishment,  

• To create an international joint of experts to discuss characteristics and possible 

healing measures regarding MVD. 

 

Finally, MVD is a deadly illness that won´t stop until determinant and immediate decisions 

are taken in this debate. Even if the risks are higher than the possibilities of success, the 

responsibility to be objective and work out a solution together relies on us. “Surrender is not an 

option, shaping a country´s stability is part of, but healing the planet is the goal.” – King William 

II 

 

 

Thank you for the attention and God save The King. 
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